WELCOME TO A ZERO-EMISSIONS FUTURE.

The new MAN Lion’s City E. Get ahead with us.

Boasting extensive range technology, ecological efficiency and a trailblazing design, the MAN Lion’s City E sets the city of the future in motion.
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CITIES CAN BREATHE A SIGH OF RELIEF. THE FULLY ELECTRIC MAN LION’S CITY E IS ON THE WAY.

Modern public transport is facing a multitude of challenges. The volume of traffic is on the rise, while laws governing pollutant limits are becoming ever more strict. A city can improve its image and the quality of life it offers to its residents by taking actions to reduce pollutant and noise emissions from its public transport system to an absolute minimum.

Our new MAN Lion’s City E is the perfect bus for adding to the quality of life in a city. Fully electric. Zero emissions. You can take advantage of the innovative drive technology and the multitude of new features our latest Lion’s City generation has to offer. Get ahead with innovative technology, impressive efficiency, modern design and redefined driving comfort.

With zero emissions right down the line.

Thanks to its optimised, all-electric central motor, the MAN Lion’s City E impresses with its clean performance and is super-silent. The modular design of the vehicle concept not only stands for reliability and easy maintenance and thus the best cost efficiency, but also guarantees the use of the latest battery technology throughout its entire life.

Heading towards a clean, far-reaching future.

Get off to a clean start, because you can get ahead with us! Thanks to its extremely high battery capacity, the new MAN Lion’s City E offers you a reliable range of 200 km to 270 km under favourable operating conditions* over the entire battery life. This makes the MAN Lion’s City E the perfect candidate for flexible and reliable depot charging applications. This eliminates the need to interrupt driving for intermediate charging on the track.

* Low demands on average speed, loading, topography and air conditioning

Electrifying design.

The future reveals its most attractive side: With its high-gloss exterior and distinctive shape, it is immediately apparent that a bus from the MAN Lion’s City family is entering the arena. The Smart Edge design gives the MAN Lion’s City E an impressive appearance. The large, partially seamless panes are underlined by elegant style elements and, together with the optimised front roof dome and the aerodynamic spoiler, give the bus a strong character.

Ambience to feel at home.

The modern interior design invites passengers into a friendly atmosphere, and impresses with intelligent ergonomics. By positioning the battery system on the roof and omitting the engine tower, passengers benefit from four additional seats and a much more spacious interior, especially in the newly designed rear area. Completely new interior design possibilities open up for you together with the innovative rail concept for seats and uprights.